Abstract. The source identification problem is changed into an optimization problem in this paper. This is a complicated nonlinear optimization problem. It is very intractable with traditional optimization methods. So DNA evolutionary algorithm (DNAEA) is presented to solve the discussed problem. In this algorithm, an initial population is generated by a chaos algorithm. With the shrinking of searching range, DNAEA gradually directs to an optimal result with excellent individuals obtained by DNAEA. The position and intensity of pollution source are well found with DNAEA. Compared with Gray-coded genetic algorithm and pure random search algorithm, DNAEA has rapider convergent speed and higher calculation precision.
Introduction
Most of the inverse source problems are to estimate the strength of source other than the source's location in convection-diffusion equation [1] . However the problem is that the position and the intensity of pollution source are all unknown in advance. The source identification problem is changed into an optimization problem in this paper. This is a complicated nonlinear optimization problem, which is very intractable with traditional optimization methods. First the objective function is not derivative. Secondly the objective function has many local extreme points. Recently Lipton [2] showed that DNA optimization method can be used to solve hard computational problems. However, the computational amount is very large and premature convergence phenomena exist in the DNA optimization method.
In this paper, a DNA evolutionary algorithm (DNAEA) is presented to reduce computational amount and to improve the computational precision for the inverse problem of source term identification in convection-diffusion equation. And it is compared with Gray-coded genetic algorithm and pure random search algorithm.
Solution of the problem in convection-diffusion equation
A convection-diffusion equation is given as follows:
where is the mean dispersed concentration of substance in the general cross section of the flow, U is the mean flow velocity, is the intensity of source,
δ is a Dirac function, is the position of pollution source, the factor i x E is the dispersion coefficient, and K is the degradable rate of pollution.
) or in T t = is known in this paper, and the source term identification for convection-diffusion equation is to decide the position and the intensity of pollution source, (
), where q is the total number of source term [3] . In this paper, we let .
The solution of equation (1) can be changed into the solution of equation (2) ⎪
The solution of equation (2) is given as follows:
In order to decide the position and the intensity of pollutant disposal, some additional conditions should be given. In this paper, we give the conditions . 
The problem of source term identification in convection-diffusion equation can be changed into the following optimization problem.
Optimization problem. To find the position and the intensity of pollution source in the equation (3), the following objective function is adopted: 
This is a complicated nonlinear optimization problem. This kind of optimization model is very intractable with traditional optimization methods. So DNAEA is used to solve it.
Description of DNAEA
Consider the following optimization problem:
where
, (where represents or ) is a parameter to be optimized, is an objective function and .
The procedure of DNAEA is shown as follows.
Step 1 (DNA encoding). Let DNA encoding length be m in every parameter, the jth parameter range be the interval , and then each interval is divided into
where the sub-interval length of the jth parameter
The searching location = ， is an integer, and
The DNA code of the jth parameter is denoted by the grid points of { } 
The first position value '1' or '0' expresses the position of DNA code and the second position value '1' or '0' expresses the true value of binary code, and then the value of DNA code is gotten. Comparison between binary code and DNA code is given in Table 1 . Step 2 (Creating the initial population by chaos algorithm). To cover homogeneously the whole solution space and to avoid individuals entering into the same region, large chaos random population is selected in this algorithm. The initial population of n chromosomes is generated by chaos algorithm. And chaos variable j θ is given as follows: 
，phase points will full in the phase space and system（7）will be chaos [4] .
The n-corresponding chromosomes (individuals) are gotten by equation (7) (the ith individual) for
Once the initial father population has been generated, the decoding and fitness evaluation should be done.
Step 3 (Evaluating fitness value of each individual). The smaller the value is, the higher the fitness of its corresponding ith chromosome is. So the fitness function of ith chromosome is defined as follows:
Step 4 (Selection). Chromosome pairs are randomly selected by their fitness values. And two groups of n -chromosomes , are gotten ( ).
Step 5 (Two-point crossover and two-point mutation). The operation of crossover and mutation on chromosomes is given in Fig. 1 Step 6 (DNA evolution). Repeat Steps 3 ~7 until the DNA evolution times q = Q ( is the total evolution times) or the termination condition is satisfied.
Q
Step 7 (Accelerating cycle). The parameter ranges of -excellent individuals (the individuals nearest to the optimum solution in the evolution) obtained by Q-times of the DNA-encoded evolution are regarded as the new ranges of the parameters, and then the whole process is back to the DNAencoding. The DNAEA computation is over until the algorithm running times gets to the given accelerating cycle T times or there exists a chromosome whose fitness satisfies a given criterion.
In the former case the is the fittest chromosome or the most excellent chromosome in the population. The chromosome represents the solution of equation (5). 
, where is the total number of source term. (3) In this work, the four parameters are estimated with respect to one criterion, namely the sum of least residual absolute value. The form of the objective function is described as Eq. (4). The least residual absolute value sum is 0.000000004 with DNAEA. For DNAEA, the calculation times of the objective function used in the optimization process is 1800. The calculation times of the objective function is 7 000 and the least residual absolute value sum is 0.000189004 with GGA(Gray-coded genetic algorithm) [5] .The calculation times of the objective function is 390 000 and the least residual absolute value sum is 0.467009 with PRS (pure random search) [6] .From the above results, we can conclude that the calculation times of the objective function of DNAEA is the least among the above methods. The parameters , are given in Table 2 . The computational results of the above case are given in Table 2 and in Fig. 3（a）-(b) . Comparisons between true results and simulated results for spatio-temporal behavior of pollutant are given in Fig. 3 . From Tables 2 and Fig. 3 , we can see that the position and the intensity of the pollution source are well found by DNAEA. 
Conclusion
In order to reduce the computational amount and improve the computational precision for the source term identification in convection-diffusion equation, a new algorithm, DNAEA is proposed. To cover homogeneously the whole solution space and to avoid individuals entering into the same region, initial population is generated by chaos algorithm in DNAEA. All of the positions and the intensities of pollution source are well found with DNAEA at the same time. Compared with GGA and PRS algorithm, DNAEA has rapider convergent speed and higher calculation precision.
